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What Scientists Believe What Scientists Believe 

changeschanges

�� Scientists now teach that evolution is a Scientists now teach that evolution is a 

truthtruth

�� Yet, scientific beliefs often changeYet, scientific beliefs often change……
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Why would anyone care?Why would anyone care?

Website:: news.bbc.co.uk

Scientists believe Scientists believe 

changeschanges……

�� Before good scientific methods Before good scientific methods 

beganbegan……

�� Scientists believedScientists believed……

–– Frogs from pondsFrogs from ponds

–– Maggots from meatMaggots from meat

–– Flies and rats from garbageFlies and rats from garbage

–– Recipe for mice Recipe for mice 
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Ancient Scientific BeliefsAncient Scientific Beliefs

�� Aristotle a observedAristotle a observed

–– Aphids came from the dew which falls on Aphids came from the dew which falls on 

plantsplants

–– Fleas from Fleas from ““putrid matterputrid matter””

–– Crocodiles from rotting logs                   Crocodiles from rotting logs                   

at the bottom of bodies of               at the bottom of bodies of               

water, etc. water, etc. 

Spontaneous GenerationSpontaneous Generation

�� Francesco Francesco RediRedi said spontaneous generation said spontaneous generation 
was falsewas false
–– His experiments were not acceptedHis experiments were not accepted

–– Life canLife can’’t come from nont come from non--living matterliving matter

�� Louis Pasteur showed his claim was trueLouis Pasteur showed his claim was true
–– Life always comes from lifeLife always comes from life

–– Law of BiogenesisLaw of Biogenesis

�� ““Louis PasteurLouis Pasteur’’s theory of germs is ridiculous fiction.s theory of germs is ridiculous fiction.””
Pierre Pierre PachetPachet, Prof. of Physiology at Toulouse 1872, Prof. of Physiology at Toulouse 1872
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Science has rulesScience has rules

�� Science is conducted Science is conducted (done by)(done by) by humans by humans 

�� Scientific Method Scientific Method (not always used)(not always used)

�� Fact vs. OpinionFact vs. Opinion

�� Science cannot ever be proven only Science cannot ever be proven only 
disprovendisproven

�� Peer review Peer review (by other scientists)(by other scientists)

�� Replication Replication (do it again)(do it again)

�� Having said thisHaving said this……these principles are sometimes these principles are sometimes 
violated!violated!

Scientific PredictionsScientific Predictions……

�� ““Everything that can be invented has Everything that can be invented has 

been invented.been invented.”” Commissioner, U.S. Office of Patents, Commissioner, U.S. Office of Patents, 

18991899

�� ““Men will never reach the moon Men will never reach the moon 

regardless of all future scientific regardless of all future scientific 

advances.advances.”” Dr. Lee De Forest, inventor of the TVDr. Lee De Forest, inventor of the TV
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More More 

predictionspredictions……

�� ““Computers in the future Computers in the future 
may weigh no more than may weigh no more than 
1.5 tons.1.5 tons.”” Popular Mechanics, forecasting Popular Mechanics, forecasting 

the relentless march of science 1949the relentless march of science 1949

�� ““There is no reason anyone There is no reason anyone 
would want a computer in would want a computer in 
their home.their home.”” Ken Olson, Pres. Ken Olson, Pres. 
Chairman Digital Equipment Corp. 1977Chairman Digital Equipment Corp. 1977

�� ““640K ought to be enough 640K ought to be enough 
for anybodyfor anybody”” Bill GatesBill Gates

Studying requires a mind Studying requires a mind 

open to truthopen to truth……

�� EvolutionEvolution

–– The earth is billions The earth is billions 

of years oldof years old

–– Many evidences to Many evidences to 

show evolution is show evolution is 

truetrue

–– Materialism Materialism 

–– DoesnDoesn’’t require t require 

religionreligion

�� CreationCreation

–– God created the God created the 

earth in 6 days and earth in 6 days and 

rested on the 7rested on the 7thth

–– The Genesis The Genesis 

account is trueaccount is true

–– Young earth approx. Young earth approx. 

6,0006,000--15,000 years15,000 years

–– Evidence points to a Evidence points to a 

Designer Designer 
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Scientists look for Scientists look for 

evidenceevidence

�� Many fossils look like critters still alive todayMany fossils look like critters still alive today

�� Age dated to millions of yearsAge dated to millions of years

�� No known changesNo known changes

Graphics copyright harunyahya.com

Evidence showsEvidence shows……

�� Life emerged slowly Life emerged slowly 

changing over timechanging over time

�� Transitional fossils Transitional fossils 

prove evolutionprove evolution

�� Natural SelectionNatural Selection

–– Survival of fittestSurvival of fittest

�� Beneficial MutationsBeneficial Mutations

�� Live came about Live came about 

suddenly with no suddenly with no 

apparent changesapparent changes

�� No transitional fossilsNo transitional fossils

�� Natural Selection can Natural Selection can 

not explain complexitynot explain complexity

�� Mutations are not Mutations are not 

beneficial and they are beneficial and they are 

sterile sterile 

Graphics copyright harunyahya.com
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Dating MethodsDating Methods

�� Observe the present state of the feature. Observe the present state of the feature. 

�� Measure the rate of a process shaping that Measure the rate of a process shaping that 
feature in the present. feature in the present. 

�� Assume certain things about the unobserved Assume certain things about the unobserved 
past. past. 

�� Calculate how long it would take that Calculate how long it would take that 
process, operating at the observed rate (or process, operating at the observed rate (or 
some assumed variety of that rate), to some assumed variety of that rate), to 
produce the present state. produce the present state. 

�� http://www.icr.org/article/123/http://www.icr.org/article/123/

Millions of years Old? You Millions of years Old? You 

decidedecide……

�� GrasshopperGrasshopper

�� AntAnt

�� Sequoia treeSequoia tree

�� TurtleTurtle

�� BatBat

–– Still look the same!Still look the same!
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What artists see?What artists see?

�� 1. Sunday Times April 5, 19641. Sunday Times April 5, 1964

�� 2. Maurice Wilson2. Maurice Wilson’’s Drawingss Drawings

�� 3. National Geographic September      3. National Geographic September      

1960 1960 

Same fossil different drawings

Zinjanthropus fossil evolutionists interpret fossils

in a highly imaginative manner.

Graphics copyright harunyahya.com

So…what’s an evolutionist to do?

�� Bad science and Bad science and 

hoaxes are still hoaxes are still 

taught as fact in taught as fact in 

many science books many science books 

……

�� Neanderthal ManNeanderthal Man

�� Piltdown manPiltdown man

�� LucyLucy

�� Java ManJava Man

�� Nebraska ManNebraska Man

Graphics copyright harunyahya.com
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Neanderthal Man: 1856Neanderthal Man: 1856

�� Found in late 1800Found in late 1800’’ss

�� Believed to be Believed to be 

primitive ape manprimitive ape man

�� Now believed to be Now believed to be 

fully humanfully human

Java man: 1891Java man: 1891

�� Found on the Found on the 

islands of Java in islands of Java in 

IndonesiaIndonesia

�� Scant remains Scant remains 

foundfound

�� Reconstructed by Reconstructed by 

artistartist
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Piltdown man: Piltdown man: 

19121912

�� Found in a gravel pit in EnglandFound in a gravel pit in England

�� HalfHalf--human and half ape?human and half ape?

�� Jawbone and skull did not Jawbone and skull did not 
belong to each otherbelong to each other

�� 40 years said to be ancestor of 40 years said to be ancestor of 
manman

�� 1953 declared a hoax1953 declared a hoax

Graphics copyright harunyahya.com

Nebraska Man: 1922Nebraska Man: 1922

�� A single tooth A single tooth 

discovereddiscovered

�� Wild boarWild boar

�� Used to support Used to support 

evolution in Scopes evolution in Scopes 

trial in 1925trial in 1925

�� 1 million year 1 million year 

intermediate linkintermediate link

�� Classification a Classification a 

““mistakemistake””

Graphics copyright harunyahya.com
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RamapithecusRamapithecus: 1930: 1930

�� Found in IndiaFound in India

�� 2 jaw bone 2 jaw bone 
fragmentsfragments

�� 14 million years 14 million years 
oldold

�� 50 years said to 50 years said to 
be ancestor of be ancestor of 
manman

Graphics copyright harunyahya.com

TaungTaung Child: 1924 Child: 1924 

Skull 1470 Skull 1470 

� Fossil skull discovered in South Africa

� Ancestor of Man

� Skull belongs to a young gorilla

Graphics copyright harunyahya.com
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Lucy: 1974Lucy: 1974

�� Discovered in Discovered in 

Africa 1974Africa 1974

�� Considered a Considered a 

missing linkmissing link

�� No different No different 

than apesthan apes

Graphics copyright harunyahya.com

7 million years?7 million years?

�� ‘‘ToumaiToumai’’ skull, skull, 
SahelanthropusSahelanthropus tchadensistchadensis

�� Newest Ape Man?Newest Ape Man?

�� More human like features More human like features 
than 5 million old fossilsthan 5 million old fossils

�� PaleoanthropologistsPaleoanthropologists cancan’’t t 
agreeagree

�� Many think this is a Many think this is a 
human fossilhuman fossil
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400400--Million Year Old Million Year Old 

CoelacanthCoelacanth

�� Age dated to be Age dated to be 

very old very old 

�� The The ““livingliving”” fish fish 

was found was found 

�� It is no longer It is no longer 

considered considered 

extinctextinct

Graphics copyright harunyahya.com

ArchaeoraptorArchaeoraptor or or 

Archaeopteryx?  Archaeopteryx?  

�� ArchaeoraptorArchaeoraptor is a is a 

hoaxhoax

�� Archaeopteryx is an Archaeopteryx is an 

extinct birdextinct bird

Archaeopteryx and

extinct bird

Graphics copyright harunyahya.com

From www.wikipedia.com
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No evidencesNo evidences

�� The Peppered Moth is The Peppered Moth is 

suppose to show suppose to show 

natural selectionnatural selection

�� Two forms, light and Two forms, light and 

darkdark

�� Both are still mothsBoth are still moths

�� Dead moths glued to Dead moths glued to 

treestrees

More kids classes to More kids classes to 

come!come!

�� Coming soon more Coming soon more 

classesclasses

�� Stay tuned!Stay tuned!

�� Check website for Check website for 

updatesupdates

�� Email: Email: 

felice@mediaangels.comfelice@mediaangels.com
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Check it Out!Check it Out!

�� www.ScholarSquare.comwww.ScholarSquare.com
–– Want to Learn?Want to Learn?

�� Classes onlineClasses online

�� When you want itWhen you want it

�� Updated dailyUpdated daily

–– Know Something?Know Something?
�� Teach Your Own ClassTeach Your Own Class

�� Charge for itCharge for it

�� Make MoneyMake Money

Media Angels, CurriculumMedia Angels, Curriculum

http://www.MediaAngels.com
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Resources for your libraryResources for your library

New titles coming for 2008-2009

www.MediaAngels.comwww.MediaAngels.com

Media Angels Online Newsletter


